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FOREWORD
The Panel specifically incorporates by reference the hearing 
briefs and post-hearing briefs filed by both of the parties which 
contain extensive discussion and exhibits regarding the various 
issues.
Many of the issues being addressed in this arbitration were 
the subject of a prior arbitration (the Kosinski award, dated July 
16, 1992). There was extensive discussion and hearings during the 
course of that arbitration regarding a deferral agreement which had 
been entered into in good faith by the Board and the Association. 
The Board and the Association implemented the terms of this 
agreement. The agreement, however, was not filed with the Town 
Clerk, City Clerk or the Board of Aldermen. Despite the parties' 
continuing reliance on the deferral agreement, it was ultimately 
rejected by the Board of Aldermen. This led to the aforementioned 
arbitration concluded on July 16, 1992.
The essential elements of the deferral agreement were that 
75% of teachers' salary raises were deferred in exchange for which 
the Board extended the contract for a year, i.e. through 1992-93. 
Additionally the Board promised a cost of living increase in the 
next year and a guarantee that teachers' benefits would not be 
touched for four years.
There can be no dispute that the deferral agreement entered 
into by the Waterbury Teachers Association set the tone for
contract concessions for a number of bargaining units. The Board 
of Aldermen rejected the deferral agreement. Part of the unique 
position that the Board and City now find themselves in, as a 
result of the City's rejection of the deferral agreement, is that 
the City is saddled with increased salary payments to teachers. 
Such a result, however, was clearly within the control of the City. 
Having rejected the deferral agreement, salary deferral payments 
had to be made.
The main thrust of the Board's argument in regard to this 
arbitration proceeding is the Board and the City of Waterbury do 
not have the financial capability to meet the demands of the 
Waterbury Teachers Association and must obtain economic relief.
The mil rate in the City of Waterbury has remained constant 
for the last three years, at approximately 71.5 mils. Although 
evaluation of property within a town or city normally occurs every 
ten years, evidence submitted indicates that the last reevaluation 
in the City of Waterbury occurred approximately 11 or 12 years ago. 
There were numerous witnesses who testified regarding the City's 
fiscal affairs and numerous exhibits submitted by both parties both 
as to the City and comparative data regarding Waterbury and other 
municipalities. Michael Maunsell, the City Comptroller, indicated 
that the City has accumulated a deficit of approximately 3.3 
million dollars as of June 30, 1992. Testimony from Mayor Bergin 
indicates that there has been a reduction in the Grand List for
1992 of approximately $400,000.00. The Mayor's testimony indicated 
that he saw two ways of dealing with any projected deficit for the 
fiscal year of 1993-94:
1. Deficit borrowing
2. Budget allocation reductions in 1993-94.
If deficit borrowing is unavailable, the only other way to 
raise funds is through a tax increase. The Mayor felt that a tax 
increase would not be advisable as he did not feel it was 
collectable. One of his campaign promises was that there would be 
no tax increase in the City of Waterbury.
As Moody's Municipal Credit Report noted in its June 5, 1992 
review of Waterbury, Connecticut: "Moody's believes the city has 
the economic resources and ability to achieve budget balance and 
to stabilize its financial position and the key credit question is 
whether the city will demonstrate its willingness to do so. If the 
measures available to the City to reach the goal —  through either 
a tax rate increase and/or expenditure reductions are not in place 
as the city moves into fiscal 1993, the city's bond rating will be 
in jeopardy." The report further notes that: "Maintenance of
long-term credit position will hinge on the city's willingness to 
take additional steps to achieve financial stability." The Mayor 
is fearful of a state takeover of the city's finances unless 
chronic budget deficits are not addressed.
It is the Association's position that the city's net Grand
List increased from 1986 through 1990 by over 156%. While the 
Association acknowledges a slight decline over the past year, the 
Association feels that the decline is largely due to the city's 
failure to implement a property reevaluation and therefore the net 
grand list is calculated in terms of 1980 numbers which are 
outdated. The Association also feels that the city's financial 
status is not dire and the prospects for future gloom are 
speculative and avoidable.
Evidence was also submitted that the school board receives 
approximately 60% of its budgetary allocation from ECS and other 
grants. For 1992-93, the amount received by the Board amounted to 
approximately 80%. Additionally, local taxpayers share had dropped 
from approximately 40% of the budget to just over 20%. Waterbury's 
AENGLC per capita has increased for 1992-93 over the 1991-92 period 
of time. Comparing AENGLC data from 1989-90 to 1992-93 shows a 
64.7% increase over the time period. Data relative to equalized 
mil rates shows a steady decline for Waterbury from 1985-86 through 
1989-90.
In terms of education expenditures as a percent of total 
expenditures and state rank for 1989-90 Waterbury showed an 
expenditure level of 41.11% and a state rank of 165.
Although there can be no dispute that there has been an 
economic downturn in the State of Connecticut, there was no data 
to suggest that Waterbury has suffered more than other
municipalities similarly situated.
This Panel is also faced with the reality that the largest 
element of the Board of Education budget is the teachers' salary 
account which has previously been fixed. Evidence indicates that 
for 1993-94, this account will amount to approximately $59.5 
million plus the sum of approximately $1.6 million for deferral 
payments. While this represents approximately 30% of the $230 
million city budget for 1992-1993, the city is in this regard not 
differently situated than other municipalities. Salary accounts 
traditionally represent a lion's share of budgetary appropriations. 
If a potential source of revenue for the city, i.e. property taxes, 
remains static of necessity, the city budget will remain 
unbalanced. Coupled with a failure to implement a property 
revaluation, this situation becomes critical as far as revenues are 
concerned.
The panel is also aware of the fact that negotiations on a 
successor agreement between the board and the association will 
begin shortly. If in fact the city's finances do not improve, it 
is to be expected that this will addressed by both the board and 
the association. The city might also benefit by a unified approach 
to the various bargaining units. Evidence indicates that various 
bargaining units have in the past been willing to make concessions, 
and there is no indication they will not be willing to do so in the 
future. Obviously all of the affected groups, i.e. the city, the
ISSUE la
ARBITABILITY RE: ISSUE #lb
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
This issue concerns the arbitrability of Issue #lb in which the 
board seeks to reduce the work year by altering Article 20, Section 1 
and Article 4, Section 1. There is no dispute that the parties 
currently have a contract which is effective through 1993-1994. Article 
32 of said contract states in Section 2 that: "...All Articles, Sections 
and Provisions of the Agreement, (except for the Article 4 Salary 
Schedule for 1993-94 and except for Article 4, Sections 8 and 9, for 93- 
94) shall be subject to negotiations..." It is clear, therefore, that 
the salary schedule specified for 1993-94 is not negotiable. The 
Board's Last Best Offer in regard to Issue #lb seeks to alter the salary 
schedule by altering Article 20 Section 1 and thereby reducing the 
salary paid the teachers for the 93-94 school year. The thrust of the 
Board's proposal in regard to Issue lb is that the school year would be 
amended to include four unpaid voluntary days which would be deducted 
from the teachers' paychecks.
It is the board's position that Issue #lb is arbitrable as the 
board is merely attempting to revise the language in Article 20, Section
1, but not attempting to alter, modify or change the provision of 
Article 4, section 1(a)(2). The Association noted that teachers' 
salaries are expressed in yearly, not daily figures. The clear result 
of the board's proposal, however, is a salary reduction* indeed the 
Board's proposal directly references salary schedule B, clearly 
implicates the compensation schedule and produces a salary reduction. 
Since the salary schedule is not a negotiable item and was specifically 
excluded from the present arbitration, the Board's proposal in regard 
to Issue lb cannot be read as not clearly implicating the provisions of 
Article 4, Section 1(a)(2). It is the decision of this panel, 
therefore, that Issue lb is not arbitrable.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Association set out above, with 
Mr. Murphy dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #1B. ARTICLE 20. SECTION 1 - SCHOOL CALENDAR and 
ARTICLE 4. SECTION lfaW2) - SALARY SCHEDULE
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
Given the panel's decision in regard to Issue #1A, and pursuant 
to the Stipulation of the parties which provided that the panel's 
decision re Issue #la controlled the decision in this Issue, the panel 
awards this Issue to the Association.
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Board has proposed an increase in the teachers' instructional 
day in K through 5 by 10 minutes and a decrease in the workday of 10 
minutes. The Association has proposed that the current contract 
language remain unchanged.
Specifically, the Board seeks in its Last Best Offer an exception 
to the impact language relative to alterations in the instructional day. 
In the current contract language, any alteration to the instructional 
day would trigger impact language and would result in a direct fiscal 
impact upon the Board pursuant to Article 5 of the contract. Evidence 
submitted by the Board indicates that without any change in the current 
contract provision, if a grievance was filed by the Association, it 
would be sustained. Two prior grievances on this issue resulted in a 
fiscal impact on the Board of approximately $275,000.00 in one case and 
$75,000 to $100,000 in the other case. The Board also noted that its 
proposal is consistent with the Board's concern relative to the 
calculation of the instructional day at the present time. For purposes 
of preparation of the State of Connecticut Form ED 147, recess time is 
being calculated as health instructional time. The Board's proposal
ISSUE #2■ ARTICLE 5 - SCHOOL HOURS and APPENDIX
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
would seek to increase the instructional day and offset at least ten 
minutes of recess time for calculation of the instructional time.
The Board's proposal is neither unreasonable nor unwarranted. It 
does not result in any increase in the total work day but merely 
reallocates ten minutes of time within that day.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr. 
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Board's proposal seeks a reduction in the sick leave pay upon 
the death or retirement of an employee of the professional staff from 
the current 50% of his or her cumulative sick leave to 37.5%. 
Additionally, the Board's proposal seeks an alteration in the 
calculation for four such payments from a one-one hundred eightieth of 
the employee's annual salary to one-one hundred eighty-fourth of the 
employee's annual salary. The Association has proposed that the current 
contract language remain unchanged.
Evidence indicates that this contract provision has been in 
existence for approximately twenty years. The Board candidly admits 
that its proposal is an attempt to curb the cost of the accumulated sick 
leave owed by provisions of the contract. Evidence submitted by the 
Board indicates that there was a total payout under this provision of 
approximately $2,988,000.00 for the 69 retires as of June, 1992. The 
Association maintains that the extremely large number of retirees was 
triggered by changes in the state retirement provisions especially a 
cost of living formula which changed for retirees subsequent to the most 
current year. The Association also maintains that typically 15 to 17
ISSUE #3. ARTICLE 13 SECTION 2 and ARTICLE 31fBW4We)- SICK LEAVE
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
teachers retire each year.
There was no evidence submitted regarding any actual or projected 
costs relative to this provision. There was no indication that any 
teachers had elected retirement for the current year. The Board's 
proposal is based on the assumption that if teachers do indeed retire 
and the sick leave payout provision is reduced, there would be potential 
cost saving to the Board. The Association maintains, however, that if 
a teacher retires a new hire would be placed at lower salary step 
resulting in a significant cost saving to the Board. The Association 
also notes that School Administrators currently enjoy a superior sick 
leave reimbursement provision. Given the lack of evidence in regard to 
either the extent or actual fiscal impact of this provision and given 
the fact that sick leave payout benefits are a long-term provision of 
the contract which are relied upon by Association members, the 
arbitration panel should not blithely alter such a provision. A further 
difficulty with the Board's proposal is that it will, if accepted, alter 
both the payment amount and the per diem calculation as the Association 
notes in its brief. The Panel has no discretion to choose either one 
or the other of these options, but must award both reductions if it is 
to award the Board's proposal. If change is to occur, the Panel would 
be more inclined to grant an incremental rather than a blanket 
alteration.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of
the panel of the last best offer of the Association set out above, with 
Mr. Murphy dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #4. ARTICLE 15 SECTION 1 LONGEVITY PAYMENTS
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Board has proposed that the present provision regarding 
longevity payments to members of the Association be modified. 
Essentially the Board proposal would eliminate longevity payments for 
teachers who have ten to twelve years' worth of service and reduce 
payments for other classes as specified in their Last Best Offer. The 
Association proposal is that the present contract language remain 
unchanged. Again the Board candidly admits that it is trying to save 
money under this proposal. It is the Board's position that longevity 
payments should be reserved for those teachers who have achieved the 
maximum step and that teachers who are presently "on step" are not 
entitled to any longevity payment.
It is the Association's position that such diminution in the 
longevity provision is not warranted. Specifically, the Association 
points to the school administrators' longevity provision which is more 
generous. Additionally, no longevity cuts are presently contemplated 
for the administrator's group. The Board notes that the current year 
cost for the present longevity position is approximately $790,000.00. 
For 1993-94 the Board estimates the annual cost to be approximately
$466,000.00 under its proposal.
Longevity provisions are neither uncommon nor unreasonable. 
Certainly teacher retention is an issue which is a concern to all the 
parties. It is difficult to place a value on teacher experience, but 
the Board, the Association and the public all rrecognize its importance. 
The Board has cited contracts from approximately six other school 
systems to support its contention that its Last Best Offer is a 
reasonable one. It is difficult, however, to engage in intelligent 
comparisons of various other contracts without knowing about the full 
range of benefits and/or salary and, more importantly, the economic 
condition of that particular town. While the Panel does not doubt that 
longevity provisions have a variety of payment schedules and/or 
experiential levels, it does not appear that this item in and of itself 
has catastrophic fiscal impact. There are, in addition, a number of 
other variables which could potentially impact on the cost of this 
provision, including, but not limited to, resignations and/or 
retirements. As the Association notes, there was no evidence presented 
that similar cuts have occurred in other major urban centers nor were 
such cuts evidenced elsewhere in the Waterbury bargaining units.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Association set out above, with 
Mr. Murphy dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
CLASS SIZE CRITERIAISSUE #5. ARTICLE 17 SECTIONS 2 fa) and 2 (bl - 
FOR K-5 TEACHERS
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Last Best Offer of the Board seeks to change the current
contract provisions relative to class size by adding a mobility factor
of plus one to the current stated maximums per classroom. It also seeks
changes to the time frame for adjustment to October 1 rather than the
current ten days after the start of school. Additionally, it seeks
changes in the grievance procedure to provide for the payment of a
stated per diem based upon the number of days and number of students
that the maximum has been exceeded by. The Association's proposal
alters the present ten day period for adjustment by extending it to
October 1.
There was testimony that there have been grievances on the issue 
of class size and there are presently two to three grievances pending 
on this issue. There was also testimony that the majority of class size 
grievances are resolved informally. It cannot be disputed that class 
sizes have direct impact on students, on staff and on the system in 
general. The Association notes that this same issue was raised in a 
previous arbitration in the summer of 1992. The Association maintains
that it is not seeking extra compensation for students assigned beyond 
maximum but rather seeks to maintain class sizes within a reasonable 
range. The principal source of difficulty for the Board is population 
mobility and the difficulty in making accurate projections for the 
ensuing school year. The principal issue appears to be the ten day time 
period prescribed by the present contract rather than the maximum number 
of students. The Association proposal acknowledges this difficulty and 
grants the Board an extended period of time within which to resolve it. 
It would appear to be a more reasonable course of action to implement 
the Association proposal as it may resolve the mobility factor given the 
expanded time period. If, in fact, the situation still presents serious 
difficulties for the Board, it can be raised after the expiration of the 
current contract which by its terms expires on June 30, 1994.
One would also hope that the parties could informally or through 
negotiation resolve some of these issues prior to the arbitration 
process. The public interest is not served by allowing larger class 
sizes absent a compelling need, as was noted in the prior referenced 
arbitration award. As the Association also notes, class size 
concessions were enacted in a 1989 interest arbitration which granted 
greater discretion to the city in terms of class size and workload 
matters.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Association set out above, with
Mr. Murphy dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the ..school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #6. ARTICLE 19 SECTION 5 - COACHES' SALARIES 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association has proposed that coaches' salaries be increased. 
The Board's proposal is that the present contract language remain 
unchanged. The Assocation is proposing increases to the coaches' 
salaries amounting to approximately 28% over the 1992-93 level. An 
analysis by the Board indicates that the additional cost to the Board 
will be approximately $61,000.00. While the Board acknowledges that the 
increases will not have monumental fiscal impact, it contends that 
coaches in Waterbury are paid salaries that are comparable or greater 
than salaries in other large urban districts.
The Association maintains that coaches deserve a raise as there has 
not been an increase since 1989.
Although increases in coaches' salaries may be desireable, it does 
not appear that the Association's proposal is either warranted or 
justified. Given the over fiscal situation of the town, further 
budgetary expenditures in relation to this proposal are not justified.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr.
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association proposal requests a $50.00 per season increase in 
the expense account of head coaches and cheerleading advisors. While 
the Association maintains that extra-curricular stipends in Waterbury 
are behind other towns, there did not appear to be any justification for 
the increase in the expense account or any indication that the present 
contract language did not offer adequate expense money.
The same facts and conclusions that were discussed in regard to 
Issue #6 are hereby incorporated and made a part of the panel's decision 
in regard to Issue #7.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr. 
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and
ISSUE #7. ARTICLE 19. SECTION 6fb^ - TEACHERS' EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #8. ARTICLE 19. SECTION 7fa^ - EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association has proposed a 10% increase in the existing 
schedule relative to remuneration for listed secondary school student 
advisors. The Board proposal is that the current contract language 
remain unchanged. The current payment during the 1992-93 year for 
Article 19, Section 7(a) is approximately $34,000.00. Under the 
Association's proposal, the amount would be increased by $3,400.00. 
Although the Board concedes again that this is a relatively minor issue, 
The Board can find no compelling reason for the increase.
The same facts and conclusions discussed in regard to Issues #6 
and #7 are hereby incorporated and made a part of the Panel's decision 
with regard to this issue.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr. 
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #9. ARTICLE 19. SECTION 10 fa) - EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY.
SCHEDULE OF HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association proposal seeks to add new language to Article 19 
to provide that persons serving as athletic director at the high school 
level be assigned no more than four teaching periods per day with the 
remaining three periods being divided between teacher preparation and 
AD work. The Board proposal is that no new language be added to the 
contract relative to this proposal by the Association.
It is the Association's contention that this proposal does not 
create a new condition of employment at the high school level but merely 
codifies existing practice. The Board maintains that this is an 
asserted institutional practice by the Association and should not be 
made a contract provision as it would amount to a further erosion of the 
Board's entrepreneurial control. The Board also noted that the 
Association's proposal is not consistent with practice in the middle 
school. There did not appear to be any clear consensus as to the actual 
practice at the present time.
Given some of the conflicting information received relative to the 
actual practice versus stated practice, it does not appear that the
Association's proposal should be granted.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr. 
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
ISSUE #10. ARTICLE 20. SECTION 2 - RATE FOR PERSONNEL IN THE CONTINUING 
EDUCATION PROGRAM. ETCETERA
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association has proposed that qualified personnel in the 
continuing education program shall be paid at the rate of $24.00 per 
hour. The Board has proposed that the current contract language remain 
unchanged. That language provides for a reimbursement rate of $23.00 
per hour.
The Association maintains that the increase it is seeking is a 
meager one and follows a tradition of increasing these positions $1.00 
per hour per year. The Board's position is that as this item again 
calls for further fiscal outlays by the Board, it is unjustified. 
Although the Association maintains that the interest of the employee 
group is enhanced without financial harm to the school district and, 
moreover, that the public interest of the community is enhanced by 
continuing to attract qualified individuals for these after school 
voluntary assignments, there was not evidence that the current rate of 
pay has served as a detriment to attracting such individuals. There was 
simply no evidence to support the proposal by the Association other than 
a request that it be done.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority of 
the panel of the last best offer of the Board set out above, with Mr. 
Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to said decision 
are the negotiations between the parties prior to arbitration, the 
public interest and the financial capability of the school district, 
the interests and welfare of the employee group, changes in the cost of 
living, the existing conditions of employment of the employee group and 
those of similar groups, and the salaries, fringe benefits and other 
conditions of employment prevailing in the state labor market.
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Board has proposed that effective July 1, 1993, employees 
electing to receive the insurance program will pay 8% of the annual 
premium cost of the insurance program pertaining to that employee, 
said payment not exceeding $600.00 per year. The Association 
proposal is that current contract language which does not require 
contribution remain unchanged.
Additionally, the Association's Last Best Offer provides that 
the parties shall formulate a joint insurance committee comprised 
of no more than 4 WTA members and no more than 4 Board of Education 
designees. This committee shall meet during the 1993-94 school 
years at times and places as it desires and shall investigate the 
status and costs of the existing insurance program with an eye on 
devising strategies to reduce costs. The adoption of any changes 
to the existing insurance program, however, may only occur pursuant 
to the prescriptions of Article 27 of this agreement.
The Board notes that insurance copay provisions are becoming 
increasingly common in teacher and administrator contracts 
throughout the State of Connecticut. The Board also notes that in
ISSUE #11. ARTICLE 25. SECTION lfa^  - MEDICAL INSURANCE PREMIUMS
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
its negotiation with the Administrators' Group it was successful 
in obtaining agreement that administrators would pay 10% of the 
premium cost of their insurance not to exceed $600.00 per year. 
There can be no dispute that health insurance premiums are 
increasing. The Association notes, however, that the increased 
costs of the teacher group have increased at a significantly slower 
rate than other groups covered by the city. Additionally, the 
Association maintains that the total expenditure for medical 
insurance provided to Board of Education employees has not 
increased significantly in recent years. Their calculation show 
an increase of approximately 7.5% in two years. The Association 
also notes that the Board proposal directly contradicts the 
agreement that was contained within the deferral agreement that was 
entered into by the parties. Other bargaining units in the city 
are not contributing to insurance premium cost.
The Association also notes that the Board has not explored the 
use of any various means of cost containment prior to seeking a 
premium share by employees. There are indeed a number of cost 
savings strategies that are available to the parties which 
certainly deserve exploration. It is to be noted that the most 
recent arbitration award that was issued in June of 1992 also noted 
that the Board had not explored any other means of cost 
containment. It is difficult to comprehend why parties in a 
collective bargaining relationship would not seek mutual
exploration of cost containment methodologies that would redound 
to be benefit of both of them. The Panel also notes that the 
parties will be entering' contract negotiations in a very short 
period of time, in which, hopefully, many of the issues will be 
discussed.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority 
of the panel of the last best offer of the Association outlined 
above, with Mr. Murphy dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent 
to said decision are the negotiations between the parties prior to 
arbitration, the public interest and the financial capability of 
the school district, the interests and welfare of the employee 
group, changes in the cost of living, the existing conditions of 
employment of the employee group and those of similar groups, and 
the salaries, fringe benefits and other conditions of employment 
prevailing in the state labor market.
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION
See Last Best Offer attached hereto 
DECISION OF THE ARBITRATION PANEL
The Association's Last Best Offer would place all current 
teachers into the Waterbury City Pension Plan. The Board's 
proposal is that the present contract language which provides that 
teachers employed after March 1, 1970 shall not be included in the 
city retirement system remain unchanged.
Evidence submitted by the Association indicates that 
approximately 170 teachers are currently included in the city 
retirement system. They represent the number that had been in the 
plan prior to March 1, 1970. The Association seeks to a certain
degree to mirror the provisions available to administrators. 
However, as the Board correctly notes, the Association has failed 
to indicate that administrators are not eligible to participate if 
they were not in a regular position covered by the agreement 
effective July 1, 1986.
The Panel heard extensive testimony from Thomas Carmody, an 
actuary who is a partner in the firm of Hooker and Holcombe, a 
benefits consultant actuarial firm. The gravement of Mr. Carmody's 
testimony was an actuarial analysis indicated that the City of
ISSUE #12. ARTICLE 31. DIVISION A. SECTION 2 - PENSIONS
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD
Waterbury Retirement System has serious unfunded liability. More 
significantly, it was his testimony that the Association proposal 
would demand an additional City contribution of $2,215,000.00. 
Given the state of the City's finances and the state of the City's 
pension plan, the WTA proposal is both unreasonable and 
unwarranted. WTA employees are currently covered by the State 
Teachers Retirement System. It is not, therefore, a situation in 
which teachers are being denied a pension or retirement income, but 
rather an attempt by the Association to provide a further 
retirement benefit for covered employees. Given the fiscal impact 
of the Association's proposal, the Panel cannot accept it.
The facts and conclusions discussed above indicate that a 
preponderance of the evidence supports the acceptance by a majority 
of the panel of the last best offer of the Board outlined above, 
with Mr. Gesmonde dissenting. The statutory factors pertinent to 
said decision are the negotiations between the parties prior to 
arbitration, the public interest and the financial capability of 
the school district,t the interests and welfare of the employee 
group, changes in the cost of living, the existing conditions of 
employment of the employee group and those of similar groups, and 
the salaries, fringe benefits and other conditions of employment 
prevailing in the state labor market.
February 11, 1993
LAST BEST OFFERS OF THE WATERBURY BOARD OF EDUCATION PRESENTED TO 
THE SECTION 10-153f BINDING ARBITRATION PANEL IN THE INTEREST 
ARBITRATION BETWEEN THE WATERBURY BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE 
WATERBURY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Arbitration Panel
Bernard Christianson, Esq. - Chairman 
John Gesmonde, Esq. - WTA Member 
Frank Murphy, Esq. - Board Member
ATTACHED HERETO ARE THE WATERBURY BOARD OF EDUCATION'S 
LAST BEST OFFERS IN CONNECTION WITH EACH OF THE TWELVE 
ISSUES WHICH ARE PRESENTED TO THE PANEL FOR ADJUDICATION
Respectfully submitted,
WATERBURY BOARD OF EDUCATION
BY
1
1(a). ISSUE NO. 1(A)
TITLE OF ISSUE: Arbitrability of Issue No. 1(B)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
None.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
See the Board's Last Best Offer in connection with Issue No.
1 (B) .
2
I(b). ISSUE NO. 1(B)
TITLE OF ISSUE: Issue No. 1(B) is a bifurcated Issue and
involves Article 20 - Miscellaneous, Section 1 - School Calendar, 
as same may impact on Article 4 - Salaries, Section 1(a)(2), the 
Schedule B, 1993-1994 Salary Schedule.
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
The Superintendent shall compile the school calendar of at 
least 184 days exclusive of storm or emergency days from the 
first of September to the immediately succeeding June 30, and 
shall discuss said calendar with selected members of the WTA and 
the Rules and Regulations Committee of the Board prior to 
forwarding it to the Board for approval.
Two (2) of the above referenced days shall be four (4) hour 
non-teaching workshop days, and two (2) other days shall be five 
(5) hour non-teaching workshop days. Workshop days shall be 
utilized exclusively to provide continuing education units.
Article 4, Section 1(a): Salaries for all employees are
attached hereto as the Schedules listed below:...
(2) Salary Schedule B for the period September 1, 1993 
through June 30, 1994.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 20, Section 1.: The Superintendent shall compile 
the school calendar of at least 184 days exclusive of storm or 
emergency days from the last week of August or the first week of 
September to the immediately succeeding June 30, and shall 
discuss said calendar with selected members of the WTA and the 
Rules and Regulations Committee of the Board prior to forwarding 
it to the Board for approval.
Two (2) of the above referenced days shall be voluntary, 
unpaid, four (4) hour non-teaching workshop days, and two (2) 
other days shall be voluntary, unpaid, five (5) hour non-teaching 
workshop days. These voluntary, unpaid, workshop days shall be 
utilized exclusively to provide continuing education units. From 
the last paycheck which each teacher will receive in June, 1994, 
four (4) days7 pay will be deducted from that paycheck in 
connection with the aforesaid four (4), voluntary, unpaid, 
workshop days which are incorporated in the School Calendar. For 
all purposes of this Agreement, one (1) day's pay shall be 
calculated on the basis of l/184th of the teacher's Schedule B 
annual salary.
Article 4, Section 1(a): Salaries for all employees are
attached hereto as the Schedules listed below:...
(2) Salary Schedule B for the period September 1, 1993 
through June 30, 1994.
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II. ISSUE NO. 2
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 5 - School Hours and Appendix A (Board
Policy Relative To Working Hours, Vacation Schedule and School 
Holidays): Section 1 - Elementary Schools (Kindergarten through
Grade 5) and Section 4
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 5: The Board, in its sole discretion, may change
the school day and/or school year and/or the teachers' work year 
and/or teacher's work year. If the Board increases either the 
school day or year or the work day or year above the levels 
agreed to for the 1989-90 school year and work year, the Board 
shall increase teachers' salaries on a prorated basis equivalent 
to the percentage of time the school day, or year or work day or 
year, was increased.
If the Board after increasing the teachers salaries, reduces 
the school day, year or work day or year, the decrease shall 
cause pro-rata reduction in pay but in no event may salaries be 
reduced below, for the corresponding year, the levels specified 
under Schedule A and B.
Appendix A, Section 1 Elementary Schools (Kindergarten 
through Grade 5):
a. (Reserved for Board policy when published).
b. Abbreviated sessions shall be of four (4) hours in 
duration or as set forth by the State Department of Education.
c. Teachers who service two or more Elementary Schools per
day shall work the same number of hours as other Elementary 
School teachers and those hours shall be consecutive where 
possible. There shall be no 8:30 - 9:30 combinations. If
possible, 8:30 and 9:00 combinations and 9:00 and 9:30
combinations shall be eliminated.
Appendix A, Section 4: Unless altered by the Board in the 
exercise of its authority to modify the starting and ending times 
of the work day for teachers, teachers in the K-5 Schools, Middle 
Schools, and in the High Schools shall be required to report to 
work twenty (20) minutes prior to the commencement of the 
teaching day and during such twenty minute period the teachers 
shall be in their classrooms or otherwise engaged in preparation 
of work for their teaching day or their work area. Teachers in 
the K-5 Schools, High Schools and Middle Schools shall be 
required to remain in their respective schools for ten (10) 
minutes if it is granted by the Principal. During the twenty 
minutes before the commencement of the teaching day and the ten 
minutes subsequent to the official close of the school day, as 
aforesaid, teachers shall be responsible for enforcement of 
school rules and Article 9, Section 5D shall be applicable. A
4
teacher shall schedule parent conferences within the work day or 
at the official close of the school day.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 5: Effective July 1, 1993, the Board, in its sole
discretion, may change the school day (that is, instructional 
day) and/or school year and/or the teachers' work day (that is, 
the reporting time for the teacher to the school grounds in the 
morning and the time in the afternoon when the teacher is free to 
leave the school grounds) and/or the teachers' work year. If the 
Board increases either the school day or year, or the work day or 
year, above the levels agreed to for the 1992-93 school year and 
work year, the Board shall increase teachers' salaries on a 
prorated basis equivalent to the percentage of time the school 
day or year, or work day or year, was increased EXCEPT that the 
school day of the K-5 teachers may be increased from 5 hours and 
5 minutes to 5 hours and 15 minutes without the imposition of the 
salary increase formula, which is prescribed by this sentence.
If the Board, after increasing the teachers' salaries, 
reduces the school day or year, or work day or year, the decrease 
shall cause pro-rata reduction in pay but, in no event, may 
salaries be reduced below the levels specified under Schedule B.
Appendix A: Board Policy Relative to Working Hours,
Vacation Schedule and School Holidays:
Section 1. Elementary Schools (Kindergarten through Grade 5)
a. The school day shall be five (5) hours and fifteen 
(15) minutes in duration.
b. Abbreviated sessions shall be of four (4) hours in 
duration or as set forth by the State Department of 
Education.
c. Teachers who service two or more Elementary Schools 
per day shall work the same number of hours as other 
Elementary School teachers and those hours shall be 
consecutive where possible. There shall be no 8:30-9:30 
combinations. If possible, 8:30 and 9:00 combinations and 
9:00 and 9:30 combinations shall be eliminated.
Section 4.: Unless altered by the Board in the exercise of 
its authority to modify the starting and ending times of the work 
day for teachers, teachers in the K-5 Schools shall be required 
to report to work ten (10) minutes prior to the commencement of 
the teaching day and during such ten (10) minute period, the 
teachers shall be in their classroom or otherwise engaged in the 
preparation of work for the teaching day or their work area; 
teachers in the Middle Schools and in the High Schools shall be 
required to report to work twenty (20) minutes prior to the 
commencement of the teaching day and during such twenty (20)
5
minute period, the teachers shall be in their classrooms or 
otherwise engaged in the preparation of work for the teaching day 
or their work area. Teachers in the K-5 schools shall be 
required to remain in their respective schools for five (5) 
minutes if it is granted by the Principal; teachers in the High 
Schools and the Middle Schools shall be required to remain in 
their respective schools for ten (10) minutes if it is granted by 
the Principal. During the said ten (10) minutes, or twenty (20) 
minutes, before the commencement of the teaching day and the said 
five (5) minutes, or ten (10) minutes, subsequent to the official 
close of the school day, as aforesaid, teachers shall be 
responsible for enforcement of school rules and Article 9, 
Section 5D shall be applicable. A teacher shall schedule parent 
conferences within the work day or at the official close of the 
the school day.
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TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 13 - Leaves - A. Sick Leave - Section 2
and Article 31 - Pensions and Early Retirement Incentive - B.
Early Retirement Incentive - Section 4(e)
III. ISSUE NO. 3
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 13, Division A, Section 2: Upon the retirement or 
the death of an employee of the professional staff, said employee 
or his estate shall be paid the equivalent of one-half of his or 
her accumulated sick leave, over and above his regular 
compensation. Such payments shall be based on l/180th of an 
employee's annual salary. There shall be no limit to the number 
of sick days accumulated. For the purposes of this Section, the 
phrase "retirement" shall mean the retirement of the employee 
pursuant to the City of Waterbury Retirement System and/or the 
State of Connecticut State Teachers' Retirement System and/or the 
Board of Education Early Retirement Program.
Article 31, Division B, Section 4(e): Each of the following 
conditions shall apply for the purposes of Early Retirement 
Incentive:...
e. Effective June 1, 1982, employees who utilize the Early 
Retirement Incentive portion of the contract shall also be 
entitled to one half (1/2) of his or her unused sick leave in 
accordance with Article 13, A. The rate of compensation shall be 
based on l/180th of an employee's annual salary. There shall be 
no limit to the number of sick leave days accumulated.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 13 - Leaves - A. Sick Leave - Section 2.: Upon the
retirement or the death of an employee of the professional staff, 
said employee, or his estate, shall be paid the equivalent of 
three-eighths (37.5%) of his or her accumulated sick leave, over 
and above his or her regular compensation. Such payments shall 
be based on l/184th of an employee's annual salary. There shall 
be no limit to the number of sick days accumulated. For the 
purposes of this Section, the phrase, "retirement", shall mean 
the retirement of the employee pursuant to the City of Waterbury 
Retirement System and/or the State of Connecticut State Teachers' 
Retirement System and/or the Board of Education Early Retirement 
Program.
Article 31, Division B, Section 4(e): Each of the following
conditions shall apply for the purposes of Early Retirement 
Incentive:...
e. Effective July 1, 1993, employees who utilize the Early 
Retirement Incentive portion of the contract shall also be
7
entitled to three-eighths (37.5%) of his or her unused sick leave 
in accordance with Article 13, Division A, Section 2. The rate 
of compensation shall be based on l/184th of an emplovee's annual 
salary. There shall be no limit to the number of sick leave days 
accumulated.
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IV. ISSUE NO. 4
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 15, Section 1: For each of the academic years
covered by this Agreement, longevity pay, as salary in addition 
to the salary prescribed by Article 4 hereof, shall be given to 
certain teachers as a reward for the noted years of accumulated 
service with the.Board. These sums, for the annual,amounts to be 
paid are as follows:
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 15 - Longevity - Section 1
1989-90 1990-91 1991-93
1 . 10-12 years $ 225 $ 250 $ 300
2. 13-14 years $ 850 $ 900 $1,000
3. 15-19 years $ 900 $ 950 $1,050
4. 20-24 years $1,000 $1,050 $1,150
5. 25-29 years $1,100 $1,150 $1,250
6 . 30-34 years $1,200 $1,250 $1,350
7. 35 years - end of service $1,300 $1,350 $1,450
It is understood that although the sums payable per the 
provisions of this Article are a form of salary payments for the 
affected teachers, the parties agree that for bookkeeping 
purposes and record keeping purposes the sums are separate from 
the amounts called for under Article 4 hereof.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 15, Section 1: For the Academic Year 1993-1994,
longevity pay, as salary in addition to the salary prescribed by 
Article 4 hereof, shall be given to certain teachers as a reward 
for the noted years of accumulated service with the Board. These 
sums, for the annual amounts to be paid, are as follows:
1. 13-19 years $ 500
2. 20-29 years $ 750
3. 30 years - end of service $1,000
It is understood that although the sums payable per the
provisions of this Article are a form of salary payments for the 
affected teachers, the parties agree that for bookkeeping 
purposes and record keeping purposes the sums are separate from 
the amounts called for under Article 4 hereof.
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CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 17, Section 2(a): For the purpose of conducting
classes, class sizes shall be as set forth below:
Grade Goal Maximum Per Classroom
V. ISSUE NO. 5
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 17 - Class Size - Section 2(a) and
Section 2(b)
1 20 24
2 & 3 20 25
4 25 28
5 25 28
6-7-8 25 29
"Goal shall mean the most desirable level; the target which the 
parties will strive to reach.
"Maximum Per Classroom" is defined as the highest class size 
level that any classroom can reach. Classes that exceed the 
Maximum Per Classroom shall be adjusted within ten (10) school 
days of the start of school. During the remainder of the year 
classes shall be adjusted following written notice to the 
superintendent that the class size has been exceeded.
Article 17, Section 2(b): The Section 2 figures shall be 
subject to the Grievance Procedure prescribed in Article 23 
hereof when the maximum per classroom figure, or the average 
City-Wide figure, is exceeded.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 17, Section 2(a): For the purposes of conducting
classes, class sizes shall within the range set forth below:
Grade Goal Maximum Per Classroom Mobility Factor
1 20 24 + 1
2 & 3 20 25 + 1
4 25 28 + 1
5 25 28 + 1
6-7-8 25 29 + 1
"Goal" shall mean the most desirable level; the target which the 
parties will strive to reach. It is agreed that, when the 
Superintendent and the Director of Elementary Education project, 
in June, of the preceding school year, the projected enrollment 
as of September of the succeeding school year, every effort will 
be made to schedule the class size of each class to be no greater 
than one (1) less than the Maximum Per Classroom number for that 
particular grade.
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"Maximum Per Classroom" is defined as the highest class size 
level that any classroom should reach. Classes which exceed the 
Maximum Per Classroom number shall be adjusted after October 1 of 
any school year in accordance with, and subject to, the following 
criteria:
(i.) The provisions of this Section 2(a) are not grievable, 
in any event, during the period between the opening day of school 
and October 1;
(ii.) Subsequent to October 1, no grievance concerning the 
provisions of this Section 2(a) may be filed unless the Maximum 
Per Classroom number, plus the Mobility Factor number, have been 
exceeded for twenty (20) consecutive school days in that 
particular classroom;
(iii.) To accommodate the mobility of students, in and out 
of the Waterbury school system, and between K-5 schools, the 
parties agree that^ gsfcu- iiu-vT'. unu, the provisions of this Section 
shall not be grievable unless the Maximum Per Classroom number, 
plus the Mobility Factor number, have been exceeded.
In the event of a breach of this Section 2(a) by the Board, 
one of the options available to the Board to cure the breach, and 
resolve the Grievance (by any affected teacher or by the WTA), is 
for the Board to pay the affected teacher twenty-three ($23.00) 
dollars per day for each day during which there is one student in 
excess of the said Maximum Per Classroom (plus Mobility Factor) 
number; in addition, eleven ($11.00) dollars per day for each day 
during which there are two (2) students in excess of the said 
Maximum Per Classroom (plus Mobility Factor) number; and an 
additional five ($5.00) dollars per day if there are three (3) 
students in excess of the said Maximum Per Classroom (plus 
Mobility Factor) number.
Article 17, Section 2(b); The Section 2(a) numbers (of 
students) shall be subject to the Grievance Procedure, as 
outlined in Article 23 hereof, when (1) the Maximum Per Classroom 
(plus the Mobility Factor) number is exceeded and (2) the Board 
fails to pay the per diem amount prescribed in Article 17, 
Section 2(a) for an excess number of one, two or three students; 
the grievance being subject to the time frames on the limitation 
of filing of a grievance, as prescribed by Section 2(a).
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TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 19 - Teachers' Extra-Curricular
Activities - Section 5. Coaches' Salaries
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 19, Section 5: Effective with the beginning of the 
coaching season (for the sport or activity listed below) in the 
academic year 1985-86, and for the duration of this agreement, 
personnel assigned to the following extra curricular compensatory 
coaching positions (except for Business Managers and the Director 
of Sports as noted below) shall be compensated in a check, 
separate from the amounts called for in Article 4 each school 
year, at the end of their coaching season, so assigned for the 
term of this Agreement as follows:
VI. ISSUE NO. 6
1989-93
RATIO $3,500
Football 1 $3,500
Assistant Football (4)
(With Freshman Team for entire season) 0.75 $2,625
Assistant Football
(With no Freshman Team) 0.55 $1,925
Basketball 0.86 $3,010
Assistant Basketball
(With J.V. for entire season) 0.62 $2,170
Assistant Basketball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.45 $1,575
Freshman Basketball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.3 $1,050
Baseball & Softball 0.82 $2,870
Assistant Baseball
(With J.V.Team for entire season) 0.5 $1,750
Assistant Baseball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.3 $1,050
Freshman Baseball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.3 $1,050
Swimming 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Swimming 0.45 $1,575
Track 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Track 0.45 $1,575
Cross Country 0.47 $1,645
Volleyball 0.56 $1,960
Assistant Volleyball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.40 $1,400
Tennis (per team) 0.47 $1,645
Rifle 0.47 $1,645
Golf 0.47 $1,645
Cheerleader Advisor (High School) 0.6 $2,100
Cheerleader Advisor (Middle School) 0.2 $ ^00
Soccer (If position is adopted by Board) 0.56 $1,960
Middle School (Per Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
Alternate School (Per Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
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Business Managers (In High School) 
Director of Sports
RATIO
1989-93 
$3,500
1 $3,500
1.62 $5,670
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 19, Section 5.: Effective with the beginning of the
coaching season (for the sport or activity.listed below) in the 
academic year 1993-94, and for the duration of this agreement, 
personnel assigned to the following extra curricular compensatory 
coaching positions (except for Business Managers and the Director 
of Sports as noted below) shall be compensated in a check, 
separate from the amounts called for in Article 4, each school 
year, at the end of their coaching season, so assigned for the 
term of this Agreement as follows:
1993-94
Football
RATIO
1
$3,500
$3,500
Assistant Football (4)
(With Freshman Team for entire season) 0.75 $2,625
Assistant Football
(With no Freshman Team) 0.55 $1,925
Basketball 0.86 $3,010
Assistant Basketball
(With J.V. for entire season) 0.62 $2,170
Assistant Basketball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.45 $1,575
Freshman Basketball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.3 $1,050
Baseball & Softball 0.82 $2,870
Assistant Baseball
(With J.V.Team for entire season) 0.5 $1,750
Assistant Baseball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.3 $1,050
Freshman Baseball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.3 $1,050
Swimming 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Swimming 0.45 $1,575
Track 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Track 0.45 $1,575
Cross Country 0.47 $1 , 645
Volleyball 0.56 $1,960
Assistant Volleyball
(If position is adopted by Board) 0.40 $1,400
Tennis (per team) 0.47 $1,645
Rifle 0.47 $1,645
Golf 0.47 $1,645
Cheerleader Advisor (High School) 0.6 $2,100
Cheerleader Advisor (Middle School) 0.2 $ 700
Soccer (If position is adopted by Board) 0.56 $1 , 960
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Middle School (Pe 
Alternate School 
Business Managers 
Director of Sport
1993-94
RATIO $3,500
■ Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
Per Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
(In High School) 1 $3,500
1.62 $5,670
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VII. ISSUE NO. 7
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 19, Section 6(b): Each Head Coach and Cheerleading
Advisor at the High School level shall be reimbursed for expenses 
incurred by him in the course of his employment up to a maximum 
of $250.00 per sport per season. Each Assistant Coach, 
Cheerleader Advisor, Middle School Coach, and Alternative School 
Coach shall be reimbursed up to a maximum of $150.00 per sport, 
per season. The Director of Sports and the Business Manager 
shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him in the course of 
his employment up to $250.00 per season.
TITLE OF ISSUE: Axticle 19 - Teachers' Extra-Curricular
Activities - Section 6(b)
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 19, Section 6(b): Each Head Coach and Cheerleading
Advisor at the High School level shall be reimbursed for expenses 
incurred by him in the course of his employment up to a maximum 
of $250.00 per sport per season. Each Assistant Coach, 
Cheerleader Advisor, Middle School Coach, and Alternative School 
Coach shall be reimbursed up to a maximum of $150.00 per sport, 
per season. The Director of Sports and the Business Manager 
shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him in the course of 
his employment up to $250.00 per season.
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CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 19, Section 7(a): Remuneration for secondary school
student advisors will be in June, in a check separate from the 
amounts called for in Article 4, according to the following 
schedule:
1989-90 1990-91 1991-93
VIII. ISSUE NO. 8
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 19 - Teachers' Extra-Curricular
Activities - Section 7(a)
Controller of Activities Fund
High School $1 , 500 $1 , 500 $1 , 500
Middle School $1 ,000 $1 ,000 $1 ,000
Senior Play Director $1 ,125 $1 ,125 $2 , 000
Yearbook $ 750 $ 750 $ 750
Senior Class Advisor $ 750 $ 750 $ 750
Junior Class Advisor $ 375 $ 375 $ 375
School Newspaper Advisor $ 475 $ 475 $ 475
Student Council Advisor $ 375 $ 375 $ 375
Band Director High School $ 425 $ 425 $ 425
Band Director Middle School $ 350 $ 350 $ 350
Chorus Director High School $ 300 $ 300 $ 300
Chorus Director Middle School $ 250 $ 250 $ 250
Honor Society Advisor $ 250 $ 250 $ 250
Play Director Middle School $ 525 $ 525 $1 ,000
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 19, Section 7(a): Remuneration for secondary school
student advisors will be in June, in a check separate from the 
amounts called for in Article 4, according to the following 
schedule:
1993-94
Controller of Activities Fund
High School $1 , 500
Middle School $1 ,000
Senior Play Director $2 , 000
Yearbook $ 750
Senior Class Advisor $ 750
Junior Class Advisor $ 375
School Newspaper Advisor $ 475
Student Council Advisor $ 375
Band Director High School $ 425
Band Director Middle School $ 350
Chorus Director High School $ 300
Chorus Director Middle School $ 250
Honor Society Advisor $ 250
Play Director Middle School $1 ,000
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TITLE OF 
Activities
IX. ISSUE NO. 9
Extra-CurricularISSUE: Article 19 -
- Sections 10(a) and 10(b)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
No current language.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
No current language.
Teachers'
17
X. ISSUE NO. 10
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 20, Section 2.: Effective July 1, 1989, personnel
in the Continuing Education Program (Adult Education, Evening 
Schedule Programs) the Homebound Program, the Driver Training 
Program and the Opportunity Program shall be qualified employees 
and shall be paid at the rate of twenty-one dollars ($21.00) an 
hour. Effective July 1, 1990, qualified personnel in the above
listed programs shall be paid at the rate of twenty-two dollars 
($22.00) an hour. Effective July 1, 1991, qualified personnel in 
the above listed programs shall be paid at the rate of 
twenty-three ($23.00) an hour. In the event the Continuing 
Education Program (Adult Education, Evening Scheduled Programs) 
is extended from a ten month program to a twelve month program, 
the rate of remuneration for teaching in such programs shall be 
the amount prescribed by this Section.
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 20 - Miscellaneous - Section 2
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 20, Section 2.: Effective July 1, 1993, qualified
personnel in the Continuing Education Program (Adult Education, 
Evening Schedule Programs) the Homebound Program, the Driver 
Training Program and the Opportunity Program shall be qualified 
employees and shall be paid at the rate of twenty-three dollars 
($23.00) an hour. In the event the Continuing Education Program 
(Adult Education, Evening Scheduled Programs) is extended from a 
ten month program to a twelve month program, the rate of 
remuneration for teaching in such programs shall be the amount 
prescribed by this Section.
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XI. ISSUE NO. 11
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 25, Section 1(a): The Board shall provide the
insurance program described in Section 1 hereof, at no cost to 
the employee for the coverage of the employee and eligible 
dependents of the employee.
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 25 - Insurances - Section 1(a)
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 25, Section 1(a): Effective July 1, 1993, the Board
shall provide the insurance program described in Section 1 hereof 
to any given employee who elects to receive the coverage under 
the said Section 1(a) program for that employee and the eligible 
dependents of that employee. Effective July 1, 1993, employees 
electing to receive the said Section 1 insurance program 
(employee, employee with 1 dependent, Family) shall pay eight 
(8%) percent of the annual premium cost of the insurance program 
pertaining to that employee. Such payment, however, shall not 
exceed Six Hundred ($600.00) Dollars per year.
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XII. ISSUE NO. 12
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 31 - Pensions And Early Retirement
Incentive - A. Pensions - Section 2
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 31, Division A, Section 2: Teachers newly employed 
after March 1, 1970, shall not be included in the City of 
Waterbury Retirement System.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE BOARD:
Article 31, Division A, Section 2: Teachers newly employed 
after March 1, 1970, shall not be included in the City of 
Waterbury Retirement System.
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TITLE OF ISSUE: Arbitrability of Issue #1B
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
No Current Language
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Issue 1B is not arbitrable in whole or in part.
ISSUE #1B
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 20, Section 1 and Article 4, Section 1 (a) (2)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article 20. Section 1
Section 1. School Calendar - The Superintendent shall compile the school 
calendar of at least 184 days exclusive of storm or emergency days from the first 
of September to the immediately succeeding June 30, and shall discuss said 
calendar with selected members of the WTA and the Rules and Regulations 
Committee of the Board prior to forwarding it to the Board for approval.
Two (2) of the above referenced days shall be four (4) hour non-teaching 
workshop days, and two (2) other days shall be five (5) hour non-teaching 
workshop days. Workshop days shall be utilized exclusively to provide continuing 
education units.
Article 4, Section 1(a) (2)
Section 1. (a) Salaries for all employees are attached hereto as the Schedules 
listed below.
(2) Salary Schedule B for the period September 1, 1993 through June 30, 
1994.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Article 20. Section 1
Section 1. School Calendar - The Superintendent shall compile the school 
calendar of at least 184 days exclusive of storm or emergency days from the first 
of September to the immediately succeeding June 30, and shall discuss said 
calendar with selected members of the WTA and the Rules and Regulations 
Committee of the Board prior to forwarding it to the Board for approval.
Two (2) of the above referenced days shall be four (4) hour non-teaching 
workshop days, and two (2) other days shall be five (5) hour non-teaching 
workshop days. Workshop days shall be utilized exclusively to provide continuing 
education units.
Article 4, Section 1(a) (2)
Section 1. (a) Salaries for all employees are attached hereto as the Schedules 
listed below.
(2) Salary Schedule B for the period September 1, 1993 through June 30, 
1994.
IS SU E  #2
TITLE OF ISSU E : Article 5 and Appendix A, Sections 1 and 4
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
ARTICLE 5 - SCHOOL HOURS
The Board, in its sole discretion, may change the school day and/or school year 
and/or the teachers’ work year and/or teacher's work year. If the Board increases 
either the school day or year or the work day or year above the levels agreed to for the 
1989-90 school year and work year, the Board shall increase teachers' salaries on a 
prorated basis equivalent to the percentage of time the school day, or year or work day 
or year, was increased.
If the Board after increasing the teachers salaries, reduces the school day, year or 
work day or year, the decrease shall cause pro-rata reduction in pay but in no event 
may salaries be reduced below, for the corresponding year, the levels specified under 
Schedule A, B, and C.
APPENDIX A. SECTIONS 1 AND 4
Section 1. Elementary Schools (Kindergarten throuoh Grade 5)
a. (Reserved for Board policy when published).
b. Abbreviated sessions shall be of four (4) hours in duration or as set forth by the 
State Department of Education.
c. Teachers who service two or more Elementary Schools per day shall work the 
same number of hours as other Elementary School teachers and those hours shall be 
consecutive where possible. There shall be no 8:30-9:30 combinations. If possible, 
8:30 and 9:00 combinations and 9:00 and 9:30 combinations shall be eliminated.
Section 4. Unless altered by the Board in the exercise of its authority to modify the 
starting and ending times of the work day for teachers, teachers in the K-5 Schools, 
Middle Schools, and in the High Schools shall be required to report to work twenty (20) 
minutes prior to the commencement of the teaching day and during such twenty minute 
period the teachers shall be in their classrooms or otherwise engaged in preparation of 
work for their teaching day or their work area. Teachers in the K-5 Schools, High 
Schools and Middle Schools shall be required to remain in their respective schools for
ten (10) minutes if it is granted by the Principal. During the twenty minutes before the 
commencement of the teaching day and the ten minutes subsequent to the official 
close of the school day, as aforesaid, teachers shall be responsible for enforcement of 
school rules and Article 9, Section 5D shall be applicable. A teacher shall schedule 
parent conferences within the work day or at the official close of the school day.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
ARTICLE 5 - SCHOOL HOURS
The Board, in its sole discretion, may change the school day and/or school year 
and/or the teachers' work year and/or teacher’s work year. If the Board increases 
either the school day or year or the work day or year above the levels agreed to for the 
1989-90 school year and work year, the Board shall increase teachers' salaries on a 
prorated basis equivalent to the percentage of time the school day, or year or work day 
or year, was increased.
If the Board after increasing the teachers salaries, reduces the school day, year or 
work day or year, the decrease shall cause pro-rata reduction in pay but in no event 
may salaries be reduced below, for the corresponding year, the levels specified under 
Schedule A, B, and C.
APPENDIX A. SECTIONS 1 AND 4
Section 1. Elementary Schools (Kindergarten through Grade 51
a. (Reserved for Board policy when published).
b. Abbreviated sessions shall be of four (4) hours in duration or as set forth by the 
State Department of Education.
c. Teachers who service two or more Elementary Schools per day shall work the 
same number of hours as other Elementary School teachers and those hours shall be 
consecutive where possible. There shall be no 8:30-9:30 combinations. If possible, 
8:30 and 9:00 combinations and 9:00 and 9:30 combinations shall be eliminated.
Section 4. Unless altered by the Board in the exercise of its authority to modify the 
starting and ending times of the work day for teachers, teachers in the K-5 Schools, 
Middle Schools, and in the High Schools shall be required to report to work twenty (20) 
minutes prior to the commencement of the teaching day and during such twenty minute 
period the teachers shall be in their classrooms or otherwise engaged in preparation of 
work for their teaching day or their work area. Teachers in the K-5 Schools, High 
Schools and Middle Schools shall be required to remain in their respective schools for
ten (10) minutes if it is granted by the Principal. During the twenty minutes before the 
commencement of the teaching day and the ten minutes subsequent to the official 
close of the school day, as aforesaid, teachers shall be responsible for enforcement of 
school rules and Article 9, Section 5D shall be applicable. A teacher shall schedule 
parent conferences within the work day or at the official close of the school day.
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ISSUE #3
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 13, Section 2 and Article 31, Section (b) (4) (e)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Article W. Section 2
Section 2. - Upon the retirement or the death of an employee of the 
professional staff, said employee or his estate shall be paid the equivalent of one- 
half of his or her accumulated sick leave, over and above his regular 
compensation. Such payments shall be based on 1/180th of an employee's 
annual salary. There shall be no limit to the number of sick days accumulated.
For the purposes of this Section, the phrase "retirement" shall mean the retirement 
of the employee pursuant to the City of Waterbury Retirement System and/or the 
State of Connecticut State Teachers’ Retirement System and/or the Board of 
Education Early Retirement Program.
Article 31. Section B (4) (e)
B. EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Section 4. Each of the following conditions shall apply for the purposes of 
Early Retirement Incentive:
e. Effective June 1, 1992, employees who utilize the Early Retirement 
Incentive portion of the contract shall also be entitled to one half (’/a) Of his or her 
unused sick leave in accordance with Article 13, A. The rate of compensation 
shall be based on 1/180th of an employee's annual salary. There shall be no limit 
to the number of sick leave days accumulated.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Article A  Section 2
Section 2. - Upon the retirement or the death of an employee of the 
professional staff, said employee or his estate shall be paid the equivalent of one- 
half of his or her accumulated sick leave, over and above his regular 
compensation. Such payments shall be based on 1/180th of an employee’s 
annual salary. There shall be no limit to the number of sick days accumulated.
For the purposes of this Section, the phrase "retirement" shall mean the retirement 
of the employee pursuant to the City of Waterbury Retirement System and/or the 
State of Connecticut State Teachers' Retirement System and/or the Board of 
Education Early Retirement Program.
Article 31. Section B (4) (e)
B. EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Section 4, Each of the following conditions shall apply for the purposes of 
Early Retirement Incentive:
e. Effective June 1, 1992, employees who utilize the Early Retirement 
Incentive portion of the contract shall also be entitled to one half (Vi) Of his or her 
unused sick leave in accordance with Article 13, A. The rate of compensation 
shall be based on 1/180th of an employee's annual salary. There shall be no limit 
to the number of sick leave days accumulated.
ISSUE #4
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 15, Longevity. Section 1
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 1. For each of the academic years covered by this Agreement, 
longevity pay, as salary in addition to the salary prescribed by Article 4 hereof, 
shall be given to certain teachers as a reward for the noted years of accumulated 
service with the Board. These sums, for the annual amounts to be paid are as 
follows:
1989-90 1990-91 1991-93
1. 10-12 years $ 225 $ 250 $ 300
2. 13-14 years $ 850 $ 900 $1,000
3. 15-19 years $ 900 $ 950 $1,050
4. 20-24 years $1,000 $1,050 $1,150
5. 25-29 years $1,100 $1,150 $1,250
6. 30-34 years $1,200 $1,250 $1,350
7. 35 years - end of service $1,300 $1,350 $1,450
It is understood that although the sums payable per the provisions of this 
Article are a form of salary payments for the affected teachers, the parties agree 
that for bookkeeping purposes and record keeping purposes the sums are separate 
from the amounts called for under Article 4 hereof.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 1. For each of the academic years covered by this Agreement, 
longevity pay, as salary in addition to the salary prescribed by Article 4 hereof, 
shall be given to certain teachers as a reward for the noted years of accumulated 
service with the Board. These sums, for the annual amounts to be paid are as 
follows:
1. 10-12 years
2. 13-14 years
3. 1 5-19 years
1993-94 
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It is understood that although the sums payable per the provisions of this 
Article are a form of salary payments for the affected teachers, the parties agree 
that for bookkeeping purposes and record keeping purposes the sums are separate 
from the amounts called for under Article 4 hereof.
ISSUE #5
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 17, Class Size. Sections 2 (a) and 2 (b)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 2 (a). - For the purpose of conducting classes, class size shall be as set 
forth below:
Grade________ Goal_______Maximum Per Classroom
1 20 24
2 & 3 20 25
4 25 28
5 25 28
6-7-8 25 29
"Goal" shall mean the most desirable level; the target which the parties will 
strive to reach.
"Maximum Per Classroom" is defined as the highest class size level that any 
classroom can reach. Classes that exceed the Maximum Per Classroom shall be 
adjusted within ten (10) school days of the start of school. During the remainder 
of the year classes shall be adjusted following written notice to the superintendent 
that the class size has been exceeded.
Section 2 (b). The Section 2 figures shall be subject to the Grievance 
Procedure prescribed in Article 23 hereof when the maximum per classroom figure, 
or the average City-Wide figure, is exceeded.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 2 (a). - For the purpose of conducting classes, class size shall be as set 
forth below:
Grade Goal Maximum Per Classroom
1 20 24
2 & 3 20 25
4 25 28
5
6-7-8
25
25
28
29
"Goal" shall mean the most desirable level; the target which the parties will 
strive to reach.
"Maximum Per Classroom" is defined as the highest class size level that any 
classroom can reach. Classes that exceed the Maximum Per Classroom shall be 
adjusted by October 1 of that school year. During the remainder of the year 
classes shall be adjusted following written notice to the superintendent that the 
class size has been exceeded.
Section 2 (b). The Section 2 figures shall be subject to the Grievance 
Procedure prescribed in Article 23 hereof when the maximum per classroom figure, 
or the average City-Wide figure, is exceeded.
ISSUE #6
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 19, Coaches Salaries. Section 5
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 5. COACHES' SALARIES
Effective with the beginning of the coaching season (for the sport or activity 
listed below) in the academic year 1985-86, and for the duration of this 
agreement, personnel assigned to the following extra curricular compensatory 
coaching positions (except for Business Managers and the Director of Sports as 
noted below) shall be compensated in a check, separate from the amounts called 
for in Article 4 each school year, at the end of their coaching season, so assigned 
for the term of this Agreement, as follows:
1989-93
Football
RATIO
1
$3,500
$3,500
Assistant Football 
(With Freshman Team for 
entire season) 0.75 $2,625
Assistant Football 
(With no Freshman Team) 0.55 $1,925
Basketball 0.86 $3,010
Assistant Basketball 
(With J.V. for entire 
season) 0.62 $2,170
Assistant Basketball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.45 $1,575
Freshman Basketball 
(If position is adopted by 
Board) 0.3 $1,050
Baseball & Softball 0.82 $2,870
Assistant Baseball 
(With J.V. Team for entire 
season) 0.5 $1,750
Assistant Baseball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.3 $1,050
Freshman Baseball 
(If position is adopted by 
Board) 0.3 $1,050
Swimming 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Swimming 0.45 $1,575
Track 0.8 $2,800
Assistant Track 0.45 $1,575
Cross Country 0.47 $1,645
Volleyball 0.56 $1,960
Assistant Volleyball 
(If position is adopted by 
Board) 0.40 $1,400
Tennis (per team) 0.47 $1,645
Rifle 0.47 $1,645
Golf 0.47 $1,645
Cheerleader Advisor 
(High School) 0.6 $2,100
Cheerleader Advisor 
(Middle School) 0.2 $ 700
Soccer (If Position is adopted 
by Board) 0.56 $1,960
Middle School 
(Per Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
Alternative School 
(Per Team Sport) 0.47 $1,645
Business Managers
(In High School) 1 $3,500
Director of Sports 1.62 $5,670
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 5. COACHES' SALARIES
Effective with the beginning of the coaching season (for the sport or activity 
listed below) in the academic year 1985-86, and for the duration of this 
agreement, personnel assigned to the following extra curricular compensatory 
coaching positions (except for Business Managers and the Director of Sports as 
noted below) shall be compensated in a check, separate from the amounts called 
for in Article 4 each school year, at the end of their coaching season, so assigned 
for the term of this Agreement, as follows:
1993-94
RATIO $4,500
Football 1 $4,500
Assistant Football 
(With Freshman Team for 
entire season) 0.75 $3,375
Assistant Football 
(With no Freshman Team) 0.55 $2,475
Basketball 0.86 $3,870
Assistant Basketball 
(With J.V. for entire 
season) 0.62 $2,790
Assistant Basketball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.45 $2,205
Freshman Basketball 
(If position is adopted by
Board) 0.3 $1,350
Baseball & Softball 0.82 $3,690
Assistant Baseball 
(With J.V. Team for entire 
season) 0.5 $2,250
Assistant Baseball 
(With no J.V. Team) 0.3 $1,350
Freshman Baseball 
(If position is adopted by 
Board) 0.3 $1,350
Swimming 0.8 $3,600
Assistant Swimming 0.45 $2,025
Track 0.8 $3,600
Assistant Track 0.45 $2,025
Cross Country 0.47 $2,115
Volleyball 0.56 $2,520
Assistant Volleyball 
(If position is adopted by 
Board) 0.40 $1,800
Tennis (per team) 0.47 $2,115
Rifle 0.47 $2,115
Golf 0.47 $2,115
Cheerleader Advisor 
(High School) 0.6 $2,700
Cheerleader Advisor 
(Middle School) 0.2 $ 900
Soccer (If Position is adopted
by Board) 0.56 $2,520
Middle School
(Per Team Sport) 0.47 $2,115
Alternative School
(Per Team Sport) 0.47 $2,115
High School Director of 
Sports/Business Manager 1.54 $6,930
IS SU E  #7
TITLE OF ISSU E : Article 19, Teachers' Extra Curricular Activities. Section 6 (b)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 6 (b). Each Head Coach and Cheerleading Advisor at the High School 
level shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him in the course of his employment 
up to a maximum of $250.00 per sport per season. Each Assistant Coach,
Cheerleader Advisor, Middle School Coach, and Alternative School Coach shall be 
reimbursed up to a maximum of $150.00 per sport, per season. The Director of Sports 
and the Business Manager shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him in the 
course of his employment up to $250.00 per season.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 6 (b). Each Head Coach and Cheerleading Advisor at the High School level 
shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him/her in the course of his/her 
employment up to a maximum of $300.00 per sport, per season. Each Assistant 
Coach, Cheerleader Advisor, Middle School Coach, and Alternative School Coach shall 
be reimbursed up to a maximum of $200.00 per sport, per season. The Director of 
Athletics shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred by him/her in the course of his/her 
employment up to $300.00 per season.
ISSUE #8
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 19, Teachers' Extra Curricular Activities. Section 7 (a)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 7 (a). Remuneration for secondary school student advisors will be in 
June, in a check separate from the amounts called for in Article 4, according to 
the following schedule:
1989-90 1990-91 1991-93
Controller of Activities Fund
High School $1
Middle School $1
Senior Play Director $1
Yearbook $
Senior Class Advisor $
Junior Class Advisor $
School Newspaper Advisor $
Student Council Advisor $
Band Director High School $
Band Director Middle School $
Chorus Director High School $
Chorus Director Middle School $
Honor Society Advisor $
Play Director Middle School $
,500 $1,500 $1,500
,000 $1,000 $1,000
,125 $1,125 $2,000
750 $ 750 $ 750
750 $ 750 $ 750
375 $ 375 $ 375
475 $ 475 $ 475
375 $ 375 $ 375
425 $ 425 $ 425
350 $ 350 $ 350
300 $ 300 $ 300
250 $ 250 $ 250
250 $ 250 $ 250
525 $ 525 $1,000
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
1993-94
Controller of Activities Fund 
High School $1,650
Middle School $1,100
Senior Play Director $2,200
Yearbook $ 825
Senior Class Advisor $ 825
Junior Class Advisor $ 413
School Newspaper Advisor $ 523
Student Council Advisor $ 413
Band Director High School $ 468
Band Director Middle School $ 385
Chorus Director High School $ 330
Chorus Director Middle School $ 275
Honor Society Advisor $ 275
Play Director Middle School $1,100
ISSUE #9
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
No Current Language
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 19, Teachers’ Extra Curricular Activities, Section 10 (a)
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ISSUE #10
TITLE OF ISSU E : Article 20, Miscellaneous. Section 2
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 2. Effective July 1, 1989, personnel in the Continuing Education Program 
(Adult Education, Evening Schedule Programs) the Homebound Program, the Driver 
Training Program and the Opportunity Program shall be qualified employees and shall 
be paid at the rate of twenty-one dollars ($21.00) an hour. Effective July 1, 1990, 
qualified personnel in the above listed programs shall be paid at the rate of twenty-two 
dollars ($22.00) an hour. Effective July 1,1991, qualified personnel in the above listed 
programs shall be paid at the rate of twenty-three ($23.00) an hour. In the event the 
Continuing Education Program (Adult Education, Evening Scheduled Programs) is 
extended from a ten month program to a twelve month program, the rate of 
remuneration for teaching in such programs shall be the amount prescribed by this 
Section.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 2. Effective July 1, 1993, personnel in the Continuing Education Program 
(Adult Education, Evening Schedule Programs) the Homebound Program, the Driver 
Training Program and the Opportunity Program shall be qualified employees and shall 
be paid at the rate of twenty-four dollars ($24.00) an hour. In the event the Continuing 
Education Program (Adult Education, Evening Scheduled Programs) is extended from a 
ten month program to a twelve month program, the rate of remuneration for teaching in 
such programs shall be the amount prescribed by this Section.
ISSUE #11
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 25, Insurances. Section 1 (a)
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 1 (a). The Board shall provide the insurance program described in 
Section 1 hereof, at no cost to the employee for the coverage of the employee and 
eligible dependents of the employee.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 1 (a). The Board shall provide the insurance program described in 
Section 1 hereof at no cost to the employee for coverage to the employee and 
eligible dependents of the employee.
During the 1993-94 school year, the parties shall formulate a joint Insurance 
Study Committee comprised of no more than 4 WTA members and no more than 4 
Board of Education designates. This committee shall meet during the 1993-94 
school year at times and places as it desires and shall investigate the status and 
costs of the existing insurance program with an eye on devising strategies to 
reduce costs. The adoption of any changes to the existing insurance program, 
however, may only occur pursuant to the prescriptions of Article 27 of this 
agreement.
ISSUE U12
TITLE OF ISSUE: Article 31, Pensions and Early Retirement Incentive. Section A, 
Subsection 2
CURRENT LANGUAGE:
Section 2. Teachers newly employed after March 1, 1970, shall not be 
included in the City of Waterbury Retirement System.
LAST BEST OFFER OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 2. Effective September 1, 1993, all employees who are not already 
eligible for inclusion in the City of Waterbury Retirement System shall be eligible to 
elect such inclusion. Such election shall be made by the teacher's submission of a 
letter of intent to the Superintendent of Schools no later than October 1, 1993.
All employees hired after September 1, 1993 shall have sixty (60) calendar 
days following date of hire to submit such letter of intent in the same manner.
Each employee who is not in the City Pension System as of August 31, 1993, 
shall contribute to the Retirement System 3% salary as calculated in Section 1 of 
this Article.
Each employee shall reimburse to the City said 3% per annum for each year of 
employment prior to the 1993-94 school year. Said reimbursement shall be made 
in annual installments beginning in the 1993-94 school year. Each installment 
shall be equal to three (3) prior years credited service.
The parties agree that a year of credited service is granted for any six (6) 
months of employment from a period of July 1 through subsequent June 30th 
fiscal year.
Upon retirement, employees governed under this section shall receive 1 % of 
the average annual pay received during the three (3) years of service immediately 
preceding retirement for each year of credited service and shall be paid according 
to the manner governing other pension recipients.
All provisions of this subsection are subject to the proscriptions of the City 
Charter and other applicable City Codes.
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In the Matter of Binding Arbitration 'l
Between 1 SUBJECT: Contract DisputeI
' Board of Education' (Last Best Offer Binding Arbitration)
-and- 'I
c - :  r f-. n_y Trc L c A nv • •
OATH FOR
CHAIRPERSON OF ARBITRATION PANEL 
OR SINGLE ARBITRATOR
STATE OF Connecticut )
)
)
COUNTY OF '->» -- K  ' *- )
The undersigned, representing the interests of the public in general, being 
duly sworn and being aware of the requirements for impartiality, hereby 
accepts the appointment as Chairperson of the Arbitration Panel or Single 
Arbitrator to arbitrate the above subject and wil l  fa i th fu l ly  and fa i r ly  hear 
and examine the matters in controversy between the above-named parties, in 
accordance with Section 10-153f of the Connecticut General Statutes, as 
amended, and wil l  make a just award according to the best of my understanding.
Signed  ^ £\x ^  vr_< .
Chairperson, Arbitration Panel 
or Single Arbitrator
Subscribed and Sworn to before me
3489Z
In the Matter of Binding A rb itra tion  
Be tween
- ■< t'-'.i& 't'U liu Board of Educationf
-and- i
i ? LUj / r.
SUBJECT: Contract Dispute
(Last Best O ffer Binding A rb itra tion )
OATH FOR
ARBITRATORS REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS 
OF THE LOCAL AND REGIONAL BOARDS OF EDUCATION
STATE OF Connecticut )
)
)
COUNTY OF V c  f a  r ,  )
r L 7
me undersigned, representing the in terests of the loca l and regional beards 
of education, being duly sworn, hereby accepts the appointment as a rb itra to r 
representing the above-noted in terests  and w il l  fa ith fu l ly  and fa i r ly  hear and 
examine the matters in controversy between the above-noted p a rties , in 
accordance with Section 10-133f of the Connecticut General S tatutes, as 
amended, and w il l  make a just award according to the best o f my understanding.
A / 7 A
Signed , /  - ^ /  c- /   ^' L 't/________
Arb itra tor representing itfe in terests  
o f the loca l and regional boards of 
education
Subscribed and Sworn to before me
this . AC day o f . •*,*,
f  ^ r ( * C—
Signature and T i t le
G-suw < f  k y> r (
♦In the Matter of Binding Arbitration' 
Between '
1.. ! Board of Education
-and- '
(a) Vilr V a s ^ Co- [*,
<■ u 1
SUBJECT: Contract Dispute
(Last Best Offer Binding Arbitration)
OATH FOR
ARBITRATORS REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS OF 
EXCLUSIVE BARGAINING REPRESENTATIVES CF CERTIFIED EMPLOYEES
STATE CF Connecticut
COUNTY OF K i/A;
SS.:
The undersigned, representing the interests of exclusive bargaining representa­
tives of certified employees’, being duly sworn, hereby accepts the appointment 
as arbitrator representing the above-noted interests and will faithfully and 
fairly hear and examine the matters in controversy between the above-noted 
parties, in accordance with Connecticut General Statutes Section 10-133f» as 
amended by Public Act 79-^05 and will make a just award according tp the best 
of his or her understanding.
Signed
Arbitrator representing the interests 
of exclusive bargaining representatives 
of certified employees
Subscribed and Sworn
this -X 3
to before me 
day of f
L O / vr - /• ift-
Signature and Title s- \C-tvu,u. <r /
NOTICE TO THE CHAIRPERSON CF TKE ARBITRATION
PANEL: Please have this oath signed and Sworn
by the proper arbi trator and return to the 
Commissioner's Office with all documents and 
->xhibits at the conclusion of the arbitration 
•'ess.
6m-00?blg1f0Q3_os
